
Orca United Nations
Understanding Behavioral Adaptations: Orca Society
Students study the vocalizations, hunting techniques and social behaviors of four communities of orcas and 
discuss whether, due to their differences, they can be considered different cultures.

BAckgrOUNd INfOrmAtION
Orcas are highly intelligent, socially organized marine mammals in 
the order cetacea, a group that includes both dolphins and whales. 
Although known as “killer whales,” orcas are actually the largest 
species of dolphin. They have large brains and tightly knit societies. 
Widely distributed as a species, distinct populations of orcas are 
found in all of the world’s oceans. Interestingly, each of these 
communities is characterized by its own unique set of behaviors, 
leading biologists to debate the idea of orca cultures. 

Beyond differences in pod size, range and food preferences, the 
various orca communities exhibit different social structures, group 
foraging strategies and vocalization patterns. Many orca researchers 
believe these differences extend beyond the opportunistic use of 
different resources in their local habitats and represent traditions 
(learned behaviors that persist from generation to generation). 
But for all their differences, one element remains consistent across 
communities. Orcas are peaceful, cooperative and communal 
organisms. 

Orca physiology allows these animals to perceive their environment 
using sound waves. A series of air passages and a unique organ 
called a melon enable orcas to emit a concentrated pulse of sound, 
termed clicks. These sound waves reverberate back to the whales 
as echoes, creating a sensory picture used to navigate and locate 
food sources. Orcas also use calls and whistles to communicate. 
A whistle is a constant tone, and a call is a distinct pattern of 
sound characterized by changes in frequency over a short period 
of time. Since each pod produces its own specialized calls, these 
vocalizations have become useful tools for marine biologists as they 
track the location and behaviors of different groups. 

Scientists use hydrophones, underwater microphones, to record the 
calls. Spectrograms, which are graphic pictures of the different calls, 
help biologists create catalogs of the different vocalizations. Careful 
analysis of these pictures has revealed that related pods produce 
similar calls, sometimes with small variations to the end pattern. This 
consistency of sounds is considered a dialect. Pods that speak the 
same dialect are considered part of the same clan. 

SUBject
Science

grAde LeveL
6-8 

tIme
Two or three class periods

OBjectIveS
Students will be able to
• Recognize similarities and  
   differences between sets of data. 
• Analyze data based on set  
   criteria. 
• Explain how organisms are  
   uniquely adapted to their  
   environment.

mAterIALS
• Spectrogram sheets 1 through 5  
   (1-2 copies of each)
• Orca Vocalizations worksheet  
   (one copy per student)
• Orca Identification worksheet    
   (one copy per student)
• Orca Pod worksheet (one copy 
   per student)
• Orca Community student  
   handouts (5-6 copies)
• “Orcas Hunting” video (4 minutes  
   55 seconds); available to stream  
   at http://www.pbs.org/kqed/ 
   oceanadventures/video/orcas/ 
• chart paper
• pencils
• markers
• scissors
• envelope
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vOcABULAry
acoustic data - recorded sounds 
and sound pictures (spectrograms)

behavioral adaptation - any action 
or response that increases an 
organism’s chances for survival

clan - related orca pods using the 
same or similar calls

culture - the set of learned 
behaviors and social traditions 
specific to a population that are 
unique, consistent and passed on 
from generation to generation  

echolocation - the use of echoes 
from sound waves to create a 
sensory map 

hydrophone - an underwater 
microphone used to record 
vocalizations and other sounds

matriarch - the oldest female of 
a resident orca community family 
group; the matriarch is the leader 
over multiple generations

orca dialect - two orca groups 
using the same calls with only small 
variations are said to “speak” the 
same dialect

pod - a group of related orcas lead 
by a matriarch; pods may include 
the adult male and adult female 
children and their young; animals in 
the same pod use the same calls 

saddle patch - the pigmented skin 
found directly behind the dorsal 
fin; scientists use the shape and 
personalized markings on the 
saddle patch to identify individual 
whales

spectrogram - an image describing 
a sound; a spectrogram is a line 
graph showing the changes in 
frequency over time

Biologists have established a standardized way to describe and 
identify individual whales based on high-resolution black and white 
pictures of the dorsal (top) fin and the saddle patch (pigmented 
patch behind the dorsal fin). Subtle differences in the shape of the 
dorsal fin and the saddle patch act as a whale fingerprint. Longer, 
straighter fins typically belong to adult males, whereas females and 
juveniles have smaller, slightly curved dorsal fins. 

The best-documented orca communities are found living along 
the Pacific Northwest coast and Alaska. Three distinct groups, 
the northern resident orcas, the southern resident orcas and the 
transients have overlapping ranges, though have never been seen 
interacting. A little known fourth group, the offshores, also share 
some of this range.  Even within the same waters, these orca groups 
share few behavioral adaptations. 

See the Orca Community sheets for more information on each 
population: 
• Northern Resident Community
• Southern Resident Community
• Transients
• Orcas in New Zealand

teAcher PrePArAtION
Cut up each spectrogram sheet into five strips of three squares. 
Shuffle all of the strips and place them in an envelope.

(Note: Spectrogram sheets are based on a class size of 25 students. 
Make additional copies if class size is larger. Hand out fewer strips 
from each sheet if class size is smaller. Each spectrogram sheet 
represents a different pod. Pods 1 and 2 share a similar call and, 
therefore, are from the same clan. Pods 3 and 4 also share a similar 
call and are from the same clan. Pod 5 is unrelated to any of the 
other pods.)
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PrOcedUre
1. Ask students what they know about culture. What does it mean?  
    What defines culture? Tell students that they will be exploring four  
    orca communities and discussing whether, due to their differences,  
    they can be considered different cultures. Inform students that  
    they will be participating in the Orca United Nations. Explain that  
    the United Nations is an assembly of representatives from different 
    cultures and that each nation has its own customs and traditions. 

2. Pass out the Orca Vocalizations student worksheet and read  
    together as a class, reinforcing the vocabulary. After students  
    complete their descriptions of the two sounds represented by  
    Spectrogram A and Spectrogram B, invite them to share their  
    descriptions with the class. 

3. Introduce the term behavioral adaptation (any action or response  
    that increases an organism’s chances for survival). Break down the  
    word and ask students for examples of behavioral adaptations. 
    Examples of behavioral adaptations in orcas: 
    • Orcas sleep by swimming side by side in synchrony while one  
       whale remains more alert. This formation provides protection for  
       the whole group.
    • In some groups, young female orcas are designated the special  
       role of babysitter for the young in the pod. This role gives future  
       mothers firsthand experience and frees other members of the    
       pod to hunt and search for food.

4. Watch the “Orcas Hunting” video (4 minutes 55 seconds) at  
    http://www.pbs.org/kqed/oceanadventures/video/orcas/. Talk  
    about the different food sources and strategies used by the  
    various orca communities. Discuss how these foraging behaviors  
    help different groups survive in their environment and capitalize  
    on the cooperative nature of orca society. Also discuss how these  
    feeding behaviors are examples of each population of orcas  
    having a set of unique behavioral adaptations.

5. Tell students, “For the Orca United Nations, you will be orcas from  
    different communities. In order to find the members of your 
    pod, you will be using what you know about orca calls. You will  
    be receiving a sheet with three spectrograms representing three  
    different calls. Your job will be to compare your calls with the calls  
    of your classmates to find your pod. Remember,
    • Members of the same pod make the same calls;
    • Members of the same clan make some of the same calls;
    • Members of different communities make completely  
       different calls.”

StANdArdS
National Science education 
Standards grades 5-8 
www.nap.edu/readingroom/books/
nses/6d.html#ls 

Life Science - 
content Standard c: 
Regulation and Behavior
Populations and Ecosystems
Diversity and Adaptations of   
  Organisms

Ocean Literacy: essential 
Principles and fundamental 
concepts 
http://coexploration.org/
oceanliteracy/

essential Principle #5: 
The ocean supports a great 
diversity of life and ecosystems.
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6. Hand out the spectrogram strips. Allow students to move about   
    the room comparing their sounds until they find the other  
    members of their pods. Ask students to gather in different areas of  
    the room as pods form.

7. Discuss the ways each pod is related or not related to the other  
    pods based on their calls. Ask students to identify which pods 
    are from the same clan. Ask students what information they used  
    to identify these relationships.

8. Hand out the Orca Identification student worksheet to each  
    student to read and complete. Talk about how scientists are able  
    to learn more about orca communities by identifying individual  
    animals. (Additional images of orcas can be found at the Center  
    for Whale Research website: 
    http://www.whaleresearch.com/thecenter/
    2008_Research_ID_Guides_Jpod_01.html

    Answers for Orca Identification student worksheet

9. Assign each pod of students a different orca community: southern  
    residents, northern residents, transients and New Zealand  
    orcas. You may want to assign the northern resident community  
    to two groups. Distribute the appropriate Orca Community  
    student handouts, a sheet of chart paper and markers to each  
    group. (Explain that the relationships they uncovered among their  
    pods using the spectrograms don’t carry over to these new  
    groups.)

10. Have students read the background summary specific to their  
      group to learn about their orca community.

11. Hand out the Orca Pod student worksheets. Explain to students  
      that they will first need to identify who they are in their pods  
      and then draw a dorsal fin that conveys their identity and  
      position in the pod. Then as a group, they will create a banner  
      using symbols, pictures, diagrams and text to represent their  
      community, following the directions on their worksheets. 

12. Give students 30 minutes to work in their pods and then gather  
      the class back together for a U.N. assembly. Have students  
      present and explain their banners and dorsal fin pictures. 

13. After all the groups have presented, brainstorm a class definition 
      for culture and record ideas on the board. 

Adult male       Adult female

    Juvenile      Juvenile
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14. Next, post the following question and ask for students’ thoughts  
      and ideas: Do the differences we see in orca society represent  
      different orca cultures?

15. End with a discussion on the endangered state of orcas  
      worldwide. Discuss the importance of preserving all of the  
      different orca groups based on their unique behavioral  
      adaptations and cultures.
. 

exteNSION
• Have students research the different threats to orcas worldwide,  
   such as bioaccumulation of toxins, reduction in food supplies 
   brought on by overfishing, water diversions, sea lice and global  
   warming.

reLAted reSOUrceS frOm Jean-Michel cousteau: 
ocean adventures
Whale Watcher game lesson
Students take on the role of an ocean adventures expedition 
member in charge of filming various gray whale behaviors as the 
team follows the whales on their annual migration, in the Web-based 
game Whale Watcher.
http://www.pbs.org/kqed/oceanadventures/educators/whales/
gamelesson.html  

Parasite Perils data Analysis game 
In this activity, students collect and analyze data that explores the 
correlation between the presence of fish farms and mortality rates in 
wild salmon runs adjacent to the fish farms.  
http://www.pbs.org/kqed/oceanadventures/educators/killerwhale/
parasite.html 

call of the Killer Whale viewing guide
http://www.pbs.org/kqed/oceanadventures/educators/killerwhale/
viewing.html

AddItIONAL reSOUrceS
the center for Whale research
http://whaleresearch.com/

OrcaLab
http://orcalab.org/about-orcas/
index.htm

National marine mammal 
Laboratory, Alaska fisheries 
Science center
http://www.afsc.noaa.gov/nmml/
education/cetaceans/killer.php 

the vancouver Aquarium 
http://www.killerwhale.org/
fieldnotes/field.html 

the Whale museum, “frequently 
Asked Questions about the 
Whales”
http://www.whale-museum.org/
education/library/faq.html 

American cetacean Society,  
Orca fact Sheet
http://www.acsonline.org/factpack/
KillerWhale.htm 

Seattle Aquarium, “Orca 
Whale curriculum Background 
Information”
http://www.seattleaquarium.
org/NetCommunity/Document.
Doc?id=159 

te Ara - the encyclopedia of New 
Zealand, “Orcas”
http://www.teara.govt.nz/
EarthSeaAndSky/SeaLife/Orcas/ 
1/en 
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Orca Vocalizations Worksheet
Name __________________________________

How do we know what we know about orcas?

Understanding Orca Society Using Data and Observations
Studying marine mammals can be challenging. Observing wild animals 
living in the open ocean limits researchers to the information they can 
gather from hydrophones (underwater microphones for recording 
sounds) and chance sightings. Even in the face of these difficulties, 
scientists have been able to recognize patterns and identify details 
useful in constructing an understanding of how orcas live and survive. 

Understanding Vocalization
Researchers have recorded orcas making three types of sounds, clicks, 
calls and whistles. Through observing anatomy and analyzing acoustic 
data (sounds), scientists now understand how orcas use sound to 
explore their world. The clicks are vibrations that are focused as they 
pass through an organ called the melon, located in the whale’s head. 
These “beams” of fast-paced vibrations bounce back and create 
echoes after hitting underwater objects. The returning sounds are 
detected in the animal’s jaw and sent to the brain, thereby providing a 
sensory picture of the orca’s environment. The process is appropriately 
called echolocation, as it helps the orcas locate food and navigate their 
environment.

Marine biologists combined data on orca behavior and their 
vocalizations to reveal that orcas use calls and whistles to communicate. 
Researchers use spectrograms, graphic pictures of each individual 
sound, to record and describe the different calls. Spectrograms show us 
how the frequency (y axis) of the sound changes over time (x axis). 
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Look at the spectrograms below. 
How would you describe these sounds? 
(Do they go up and then down, end low, 
keep a steady tone, etc.?) Which call lasted longer?

After listening to and comparing the qualities of the sounds 
produced, researchers were able to recognize patterns and develop 
criteria used to distinguish one group of orcas from another.

This is what they learned …
• Members of the same pod, a tightly knit group lead by the      
   matriarch (oldest or lead female), make the same calls.
• Related pods are considered clans. Clans make some of the same  
   calls and some distinctly different calls. When two groups make  
   some of the same calls with only small variations, they are said to  
   speak the same dialect.
• Unrelated groups are considered distinctly different communities. 
   These groups make completely different calls.
• Orcas are not believed to mate with a member of the same pod,  
   but do mate within their clan or with a member of another clan in  
   their community. Different communities  (e.g., northern residents     
   and southern residents) do not intermingle, even when they are     
   living in the same place, like the waters of the Pacific Northwest. 

 

Spectrogram BSpectrogram A
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Orca Identification Worksheet
Name __________________________________  

Orca pods may include females, males and juveniles from both 
sexes. Careful observations of the dorsal fins (top fin) of many orcas 
led scientists to understand how to identify an individual using this 
prominent feature. 

Here is what scientists have learned from observations:
• Fins of adult male orcas tend to be straighter, while the fins of  
   females and juveniles tend to curve.
• Adult male orcas have fins that are at least 1.4 times taller than  
   they are wide at the base.

Scientists also noticed that the dorsal fin and saddle patch (the 
pigmented area directly behind the dorsal fin) vary from individual 
to individual. Close observation and detailed images of the dorsal 
fin and saddle patch reveal unique characteristics, including nicks, 
scratches and other marks. By using pictures of the left profile of 
the dorsal fin, scientists have a type of fingerprint that helps them 
identify individual animals.  
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Try your hand at noticing the subtle differences in each of the 
fins below. What are the identifying characteristics of each fin? 
Use the criteria above to predict if the individual is an adult or a 
juvenile, male or female. Discuss your findings with your group. 

      
       Images courtesy of John Ford
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Orca Pod Worksheet
Name __________________________________  

Who are you in the pod?
Use what you learned about dorsal fins from the Orca Identification 
worksheet to decide who you are in your pod. 
Your group will need to decide who is …
• the matriarch (top female)
• other adult and juvenile members of the group

Draw your dorsal fin below and explain your relationship with other 
members in the pod. Include whether you are an adult or juvenile, 
male or female. Give yourself a name based on the unique qualities 
of your fin.   

Define your orca society: Orca life is based on community, 
cooperation and communication. 
• Read through the description on the handout of your orca group. 
• On a piece of chart paper, create a banner to represent your orca  
   community. Use symbols, pictures, diagrams and words to create  
   an interesting visual display of the special behavioral adaptations 
   practiced by your group. Your banner should explain the following:
   • Diet and foraging behaviors
   • Group size and structure
   • Use of vocalizations
   • Home range or location
   • Other special traditions or practices
• When you are finished, the groups will come together to form the  
   Orca United Nations Assembly. Each group will present their  
   banner and dorsal fin prints to the class. 

 

      

Dorsal Fin
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Southern Resident Whales of  
the Pacific Northwest Coast of  
North America
You are one of two communities of resident orcas that have a distinct 
home range along the Pacific Northwest coast. Your range is from 
the Queen Charlotte Islands in British Columbia to Monterey Bay in 
California. During spring, summer and fall, you are regularly found in 
the inland marine waters around Washington State. 

Your population numbers below 90, with recent counts ranging from 83 
to 88 individuals. In the 1960s and 1970s, your population decreased 
dramatically as members of your community were captured to be sent 
to marine parks. Sadly, most of these animals died. Only one individual 
remains in captivity from those captured. Her name is Lolita. 

Your whole community is an extended, close-knit family. The 
community is divided into three pods (J, K and L), all using similar calls 
and forming a single clan. The L pod is the largest, at twice the size of 
the smallest pod, K. Your community is matriarchal, meaning each pod 
is led by the eldest female. 

Your community feeds primarily on fish, with salmon comprising 
upwards of 90 percent of your diet. You derive a small part of your diet 
from squid. You have been known to work together to locate and catch 
fish and also to share your catch between members of your pod. You 
use echolocation to find your food and frequently use calls and whistles 
during hunting. 

You spend much of your time mingling with your pod and clan 
members. During this time, you are known for your playful activity at 
the surface of the water. These leisure and bonding activities include 
breaching (jumping completely out of the water and into the air), 
spouting (blowing air and mist from the blowhole) and tail lobbing 
(raising your large tail, called a fluke, out of the water). 

Your population is threatened by a host of forces, including chemical 
pollutants, dwindling salmon stocks, and underwater noise pollution 
due to human interactions with the environment.

1Orca United Nations Orca Community
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Northern Resident Whales of  
the Pacific Northwest Coast of  
North America
You are the larger of the two resident populations living along the 
Pacific Northwest coast. Your population numbers more than 200 
individuals, broken into 16 pods. These 16 pods form three clans, each 
with its own dialect, indicating that the pods in each clan are more 
closely related to one another than to those in other clans. 

Your range intersects with the southern resident population, but your 
calls and behaviors are distinctly different and members of your two 
groups do not mix. During the summer months, you congregate in the 
western area of Johnstone Strait and Queen Charlotte Strait, in the 
northern part of Vancouver Island, British Columbia. You gather here 
to take advantage of the migration of the salmon into and out of their 
birth rivers. During the winter, you travel up to southern Alaska. 

You are very vocal when you gather as a group, sometimes even 
sending out welcoming committees to greet pods as they enter 
Johnstone Strait. During this time, you are active at the surface of the 
water, breaching (jumping completely out of the water and into the 
air), spouting (blowing air and mist from the blowhole) and tail lobbing 
(raising your large tail, called a fluke, out of the water). You have also 
been known to spyhop, popping your head out of the water to look 
around. 

You enjoy beach rubbing, a behavior common in your community. You 
travel to beaches filled with tiny rocks and spend hours rubbing your 
body against the smooth surfaces of these pebbles. 
Just like your neighbors, the southern residents, you are almost 
exclusively fish feeders. The five native salmon species comprise 
upwards of 90 percent of your diet, with your favorite being Chinook 
salmon. You derive a small part of your diet from squid. 

Your foraging methods vary according to the fish you hunt. You spread 
out over an area and close in on the fish. Using echolocation to find 
your food, you also frequently use calls and whistles during hunting. 

Your population is threatened by a host of forces, including chemical 
pollutants, dwindling salmon stocks, and underwater noise pollution 
due to human interactions with the environment.
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Transient Orcas from the Pacific 
Northwest coast of North America
Your population numbers around 320 individuals and inhabits the 
waters along the northwest coast of North America. As your name 
implies, you move from one location to another, spanning an area from 
southeast Alaska to southern points along the California coast. Though 
you may encounter members of the two resident groups living in the 
same area, you don’t interact or interbreed with these populations. 

There is no competition between your population and the resident 
communities, as you have a completely different diet. Your prey 
consists of other marine mammals, such as harbor seals, sea lions, 
dolphins, porpoises and even various types of whales. You hunt in 
packs and cooperate to corral or ambush your prey. You parole the 
coves and coastal rocks where seal pups are weaned in search of 
your next meal. Hunting methods include repeated tail slapping to 
immobilize your prey, striking it with your head or snout, or even 
drowning your prey by pushing it beneath the surface. 

The marine mammals you stalk are ever-vigilant of your attacks, 
listening carefully for your calls and whistles. As stealthlike hunters, you 
even refrain from using echolocation as your prey might sense those 
sound waves. All calls and whistles are used discriminately, though you 
are known to vocalize loudly after a kill. 

In general, your vocalizations are simpler in pattern than the resident 
whales. All members of your population have the same dialect. There 
are other differences, though subtle, that distinguish you from your 
neighboring populations. Your dorsal fin is usually pointier than the 
rounded edges of the resident communities’, and your saddle patch is 
large and solid gray.

Your community is divided into smaller pods. These pods are more 
loosely formed than those of resident communities, meaning your 
offspring sometimes leave their mother’s pod and join another. This 
flexible social structure differs greatly from the tightly knit matriarchal 
groups of your neighboring resident communities.
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New Zealand Orcas
Your population is divided into three resident communities with an 
overall population numbering below 200. Census counts have recorded 
numbers as low as 67 and as high as 167 individuals. Together, you call 
the waters around New Zealand, a collection of islands in the southern 
Pacific Ocean, your home. 
 
Two of your resident communities have geographically separate ranges, 
one living near North Island and the other around South Island; the 
range of the third community overlaps these two areas. Regardless, it 
is hard to pinpoint your location, as each group enjoys traveling and 
moves throughout the seasons to different favorite locations. Some 
individuals swim 170 kilometers a day, with the largest recorded range 
spanning an area 4,200 kilometers wide!
 
Each of your resident groups is composed of pods that are family 
units, though your social structure is far less rigid than groups found 
in the Pacific Northwest. Your pods tend to be small, averaging below 
five individuals. A good percentage of your pods include one or more 
juveniles and/or a baby, called a calf.
 
Physically, you differ slightly from orcas found in the Antarctic. Grayish 
skin pigment distinguishes the Antarctic orcas, which is in stark contrast 
to your deep black color. Interestingly, your population has a higher 
frequency of abnormal dorsal fins, a defect seen in low percentages in 
other places, but appearing in almost one-fourth of your population. 
 
As top predators, you enjoy a wide variety of food sources. Your 
favorite prey are eagle rays, long and short-tailed stingrays, and 
torpedo rays. Often, you collaborate with other members of your pod 
when hunting rays and follow the hunt with food sharing. 
 
Other favorite catches include different types of sharks and a variety 
of finfish, including yellow-fin tuna, grouper and sunfish. Unlike other 
groups that are exclusively fish-feeders, you have a varied diet that 
includes other marine mammals. Dolphins, humpback whales, right 
whales, sperm whales and pilot whales are all prey.  
 
You use echolocation and communicate using calls and whistles like 
other orcas, though the calls you make are unique to your population.
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